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Figure 4 I Repetitive content in C. elegans. Venn diagram depicting the
fraction of bases in the genome covered by microrepeats and by
RepeatMasker, and die overlapping set.

a polymorphism rate of 1:1,600 (ref. 11). The Solexa analysis

pipeline produced metrics of our Solexa single end read data
for CB4858 (Table 1).

As a precursor to variant discovery in CB4858, we idmtified

regions of the reference genome with a high potential for ambig

uous read alignment, based on the Solexa 32 bp read length. First,

we identified all unique 32 mers in the reference sequence, but as

our error rate analysis (Fig. 2) indicated a drop offin the error rate

beyond 2 errors per read, we defined a repetitive 32 mer as one that

appears in the genome more than once, allowing 0 2 mismatdied
bases (substitutions, insertions or deletions). Mk called these

‘microrepeats’ to distinguish than from repeats marked by the

RepeatMasker program”, which masks 14.5% of the bases in the
genome. The fraction of the genome comprising perfect and near

perfect rnicrorepeats totaled 19.8%. We illustrate the relationship

between RepeatMasl<er masked bases and microrepeat bases iden

tified by our methods as a Venn diagram (Fig. 4). Although there is

a substantial overlap (11.1 1%) between the regions masked by both

methods, 8.7% of the genome that we identified as microrepeats

was not masked by RepeatMasker. Conversely, 3.4% of the genome
was masked by Repeatlviasker only, indicating that some fraction of

C. elegans repeat elements can be uniquely sequenced with 32 bp
reads. Taken together, RepeatMasker repeats and microrepeats

cover 23.2% the genome.

Ihble 2 I PolyBayes SNP and indel validation data

Assay Submitted to Assay
Mask type applied type validation successful

Known repeats SNP 598 582
Exact microrepeats SNP 579 559
Near exact microrepeats SNP 492 482

(2 or fewer mismatches)
Known repeats Indel 239 228
Exact microrepeats Indel 232 223
Near exact microrepeats Indel 220 213

(2 or fewer mismatdres)

Once we aligned CB4858 Solexa reads to the conservatively

masked C. elegans genome, we applied our combined repeat

masking to filter the alignments, identified high quality sequence

differences with PolyBayes, and finalized a set of 45,539 SNPs and

7,353 single base pair indels. This yields a rate of one SNP per

1,629.81 bp and one indel per 9,894.99 bp. Hence the pair wise
nucleotide diversity (theta) between the CB4858 and the N2 Bristol

strains is 6.136 X 10 4, in good agreement with the ~ l:1,500 rate
posited in a previous description ofCB4858 (ref. 1 1). As 37,856,444

CB4858 Solexa reads yielded a total number of 45,539 SNPs, the

‘read per SNP’ yield was 831. All confirmed CB4858 sequence
variants are available in Wormbase.

We orthologously validated roughly 1,000 candidate SNPs and

indels by PCR directed capillary sequencing to gauge the perfor

mance of our Mosaik PolyBayes approach. After sequencing and
evaluation, we determined a SNP validation rate of 96.3% (438/

455) and an 89.0% conversion rate (438l492) for candidates

identified by PolyBayes (Table 2). We sequenced 239 of our
putative single base indels, finding they validated (93.8%) and
converted (87.7%) at practically the same rates as SNPs. Both

insertions and deletions predicted in the reference genome

sequence were represented (insertions: 2,948 or 47.1%, and dele

tions: 3,316 or 52.9%). Many ofthe indds were variable numbers of

bases in mono nudeotide repeats, for example, 5 versus 4 adeno

sines. Although mononucleotide runs are typically very difficult

areas for indel detection, our high validation rate indicates that

Solexa reads resolve base numbers in these runs very well. Micro

repeat masking has a marked impact on accurate SNP discovery by

eliminating putative SNPs and indels resulting from paralogous
read mapping (Table 2).

We estimated false negative rates for PolyBayes by nmning

PolyPhred‘3“5 (version 5.0) on the validation trace data. This
algorithm indicated PolyBayes had missed 26 SNPs, for a false

negative rate of 3.75%.

To determine the chromosomal distribution of CB4858 poly

morphisms, we placed CB4858 SNPs and indels along the six

C. elegans chromosomes, and identified both chromosome wide

and chromosomal position specific differences (Supplementary
Data and Supplementary Fig. 3 online). Our data confinned an

earlier study in C. elegans“ suggesting that nonsynonymous sub
stitution rates are higher in the first and second codon positions

than in the third (Supplementary Fig. 4 online). Furthermore, over
half of CB4858 SNPs positioned in exons putatively introduce an

amino acid change.

Sequencing SNP candidate Validation Conversion

successful confirmed rate (‘'In) rate ("/o)

557 482 86.5 80.6
518 475 91.7 82.0
458 438 96.3 89.0

222 202 91.0 84.5
217 201 92.6 86.6
208 193 93.8 87.7

Validation and eonvesion rats fovPouBa1esrselected SNPs and single base indel candidates. Successive application of masking filters. as dacrihed in the text. reduced the number of paralogous
placements and identified high confidence putatixe variant sites
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